
 
 

The Music of English 
Episode 2 

Unstressed Syllables & Schwa 
 

 

The beauty of the music of English is its variety of pitch, volume and rhythm. In 

episode one, I talked about how we create syllable stress by saying it higher, 

louder and longer. But what about the syllables we don’t stress? In this episode, 

“Unstressed syllables and schwa.” 

 

[TITLE SLIDE: The Music of English, Episode 2 – Unstressed Syllables & Schwa] 

 

If we stress a syllable by saying it higher, louder and longer, the syllables we 

don’t stress have to be lower, softer and faster. But how do we do it? English 

spelling doesn’t help us. What we hear almost never sounds like what we read 

because when it comes to unstressed syllables, we anglophones … well … we  

“mumble.” We speak in a way that’s low, fast and almost unintelligible. And we do 

it with the help of a secret device called “schwa.”  

 

It’s secret because you’ll never find it in the alphabet. Yet it’s the most common 

vowel sound in the English language. And we have an endless supply of this lazy 

little grunt. “uh” “uh” It can replace any written vowel and it’s guaranteed to make 

anything you say lower, softer and faster. So let’s look at some examples in this 

episode.  

 

“syllable”   Not ʺsy-llaaa-ble"  Just   sy  …   … two unstressed syllables. 

Schwa replaces the vowel [a], and then pops up out of nowhere between the 

consonants [b] and [l] to create two super-low, super-soft and super-fast sounds.  

  … Sounds a bit like a bull frog singing on a hot day      “syllable”   
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“secret” …. Not se-creeet … Just se … . Schwa replaces a vowel [e] and we 

mumble the unstressed syllable ... . The mouth hardly opens. All the effort 

goes into putting the stress on the first syllable “se” by saying it higher, louder 

and longer …“secret” … “secret”. 

 

“supply” … Not suuu-pply … Just pply ... … Schwa replaces the vowel [u].  

  … an unstressed syllable so tiny you can hardly hear it …  …   “supply”  

 

“common” … Not co-mmooon. Just co  …  This time, schwa replaces a 

vowel [o].  It’s so lazy that the mouth hardly opens, the lips hardly move. 

 …  … “common” 

 

And finally, “rhythm.” Schwa pops up out of nowhere between the consonants [th] 

and [m] … . It’s low, quiet and fast … so unimportant. But put it together with 

the first stressed syllable and it’s so musical … rhy … Like the strum of a 

guitar. rhythm … rhythm.  High-low, loud-soft, slow-fast: the music of English.  

. 
“syllable,” “secret,” “supply, “common,” and “rhythm.” Five different words. Six 

unstressed syllables. Six examples of schwa. One vowel sound that can take the 

place of any written vowel or appear where there was no written vowel. Once you 

become aware of it, you’ll begin to hear schwa in all kinds of places. 

 

I want to leave you with a song that was recorded in 2010 by some of Canada’s 

best-loved performers, including Avril Lavigne, Nelly Furtado, Drake and a “baby” 

Justin Bieber. It was written by the Somali-born Canadian K’naan and it’s called 
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“Wavin’ Flag.” At various times, schwa replaces the vowels [e], [a], [o] and [u], 

and pops up out of nowhere in several different words. Don’t worry if you don’t 

understand the meaning. Just enjoy the music and concentrate on hearing the 

unstressed syllables with the secret vowel-sound schwa. And every one of them 

is identified for you at The Canadian Pronunciation Coach  blog. The links to the 

video and the lyrics are below. 

 

So remember: 

 Listen with attention. 

 Keep practising. 

 Be patient. And above all …  

 Don’t give up. 

 

I’m Phyllis, the Canadian Pronunciation Coach. I’m glad you dropped by. Thank 

you. 

 
K’naan: Wavin Flag (Young Artists for Haiti) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nB7L1BIDELc 
Lyrics at 

http://www.metrolyrics.com/waving-flag-lyrics-young-artists-for-haiti.html 
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